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To all whom it may concern . 
Be it" known-that I, ARTHUR H. MAYNARD, 

a citizen of7 the United States, residing at 
Warwick, inthe county of Kent, State of 
Rhode Island, having invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Wire-Stitching 
Machines, of which the following is a speci?-_ 

' cation. 
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My invention relates to wire-stitching or 
stapling machines for ‘automaticall ‘ formin ' 
staples from a continuous length 0 wire an 
inserting them in place to secure to ether 
overlapping thicknesses of paper, car board 7 

The invention consists - or other' material. 
articularly in an improved means for ad 

Justing the stitching-mechanism ‘in relation‘ 
to the work-support, in accordance with the 
thickness of the work bein operated u on; 
and for also regulating the action 0 the 
staple-‘forming and driving-devices to ‘secure 
the required length of staple and its roper 
insertion in conformity with the thickness 
of the material being stapled or stitched. 
My‘ invention contemplates. the use of a 

single means for securing both-of these ob 
jects; the adjustment of the stitching~mech 
anism inv relation to the work, and the regu 

- lation of its action? in accordance with the. 
thickness of the work; besides providing for 
the simultaneous adjustmentand regulation 
of a series of stitching-heads employed in 
multiple on a gang machine. Certain other 
improvements in the construction ‘and 
method of operation of the stitching-mecha 
nism are also embodied in the invention and ' 
Will'be ‘explained hereinafter. 
The manner and means for carrying out 

the im 'rovements are fully described in the 
following speci?cation, illustrated by the ac 
companying drawings, in which like ref 
erence characters designate like parts, In 
the drawings :— 
Figure 1 is a side elevation of a wire 

__stitching or stapling machine embodying ‘the. 
present 1mprove1nent‘; . ;. 

Fig. 2, an enlarged, side view of the upper 
the over-v 

arm,'which supports t e stitcher 
hea , 1111011 itudinal section to illustrate 
therelationo the stichin F‘mechanism to the ' 
driving-means, and also s owing the relation. 
of the stitching-devices to the staple'rclench 
ingv mechanism ; ' » ‘ 

ig. 3, a front view ofthe ‘stitcher-head or? 

bonnet which carries the staple-forming and 
, driving mechanisms; 

Fig. 4, a side view of the same, part sec 
tional on the line 4—4 of Fig. 3, to show the 
method of attachingthe bonnet to the front 
of-the stitcher-arm; , ' 

_ Fig. 5, a front elevation of the’ stitcher 
head supporting-means and driving-connec 
tions shown in connection with the staple 
clen‘ching means; 

Fig. 6,.a plan view ‘of the supporting 
means and driving-connections for the 
stitcher-head; and . 

Fig. 7, a_detail view of; the manually-op 
erable means for adjusting the bearing or 
quill Q, for the drive-shaft M; ._ ‘ - . 

Fig. 8, a detail view of the arran ement 
for locking the driver-.barD and ben er-bar 
H together; a _ v - 

_Fig. 9, a perspective view of the staple 
forming anvil 0 showing a severed length of 
wire held therein; ' ‘r ' 

' Fig. 10, a detail view of the connection 
between the reciprocating slide _S and the 
rotary hub U which operates the anvil 0; 
_Fig. 11, a side‘ view of the cam-plate V2 

which operates the wire cutters V, V' ;v and Q ' 
Fig. 12, a front view of the same showing 
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the connection between the cam-plate and ' 
the cutters. ' 
Referring ?rst to Fig. 1, Iahave preferred 

to illustrate my. invention as applied to a‘ 
' machine of‘ usual type such 8._S'1S now gen 
‘ erally known and used in various art's. As 
here shown the main machine is constructed 
with a base or pedestal P surmounted by a 
C-shaped frame P’ having an upper, hori 

85 

90 
_ zontal arm A,'on' the forward end of which ~ ' 
is mounted the stitcher-headsor bonnets'B. 
Hinged to the rear arm‘of the frame P" is a 
?at shelf or table-T ‘which alines with a 
forward extension T’, the two parts serving 
as the work-support for holdin the articles 
to be sta led in position beneat the bonnets 

‘ B. Pre erably, the portion T’ of the work 
table is pivoted on the‘ forward, iupright 
column 1? of the frame P’ so that it maybe 
adjusted with its side t, t inclined to ‘the 
horizontal, as shown'b .< the‘ dotted lines, to I 
adapt ‘the machine 7 or saddle-stitching“ , 10.5 
Whenlfthe work-support. T’ isemployed m 
_thisrnanner. the rear shelf T_ is lowered_out.- ‘ 
of the way-"as also shown by the dotted lines j . 

95 

100. _ 
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' sides 71,16 formed with rearwaltd'ly projecting‘ 
base, as shown particu-w 
The rear wall of the‘ 
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; to ?t against the front ‘face of the 

_60' 
_ ing forwardly from thcbloc‘k E 
QPBDIIIQ' b2 is a stud c ?atted off on its up 

a foot~treadle in the usual manner. 

larly in Fig. 4. 

2 

Extending through the horizontal arm A 
at the top of the frame P’ ,is the main drive 
shaft M for the machine, see Fig. 2, carrying 
a belt-pulley M’ at its rearward end. Pref 
erably the pulley M’ is connected with the 
shaft M by means of a suitable clutch-device, 
not here shown, which may be operated from 

At its 
forward end the arm A is formed with a 
vertical plate or ?ange a to which is bolted 
an upright frame F constructed with a hori 
zontally-extending rail R projecting some 
distance at either 
a sup ort for the stitcher-heads or bonnetsv 
B and) is adapted for attaching a plurality 
of these on its front face to provide a mul 
tiple or gang machine. For certain varieties 
of work the supporting rail R is sometimes 
mounted on the frame of a printing-press, 
folder, hinder or other type of machine, to 
adapt the stitching-mechanisms of-the heads 
to operate in conjunction with the operation 
of printing, folding or binding the leaves of 
booklets, pamphlets or the like. That is to 
say, my improved mechanism, although be 
ing herein shown and described in connec 
tion withv a stitching-machine complete in 
itself, is also adaptable for use with other 
mechanism for‘various classes of work. 

Referring to Fig. 5, the frame F as here 
shown comprises two spaced uprights f,v f 
and the, lower, horizontal rail R, in the 
‘rront face of .which is formed a longitudinal‘ 

-slot r. Fitted to slide in the T-slot r are 
blocks E, E which serve as clamping-means 
for securing the honuets B in place, one__ 
block beingprovidcd- for each head used. 
While vI have here illustrated two of the 
blocks E in place, it will be su?icient to de 
scribe the conneetions for one head onlyas 
the arrangement and construction ‘of all of 
them is identical. Likewise, the complete 
staple-forming and, driving mechanisms con 
tained withinthe boilnets B are all the same 
in construction andliave the same method of 

scribed, it being understood that as many 
. individual heads as required may be used on 
one vmachine in accordance with the charac 
ter of the work to be performed. . I 
Referring to Figs. ‘2., 3 and 4, the stitcher 

heads vor ' bonuets B consist of vnarrow, 
trough-like casings or boxes having parallel 

portions at their 

lower portion of each bonnet 'B- isadapfed 

ing-rail R andjis providedlwith-anvo en 
ing. b’ located opposite the slot 12; ProJect 

into the 

' per side and formed with a transverse “bev 

6.5 
eled slot e','see'-Figs. 4 and 5. ' Journailed in 
the sides 6, bofthe bonnet B and extending ‘ 

side. The rail _R serves'as . 

' .down through the, machine, 

support 
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across the opening 62 in the wall I)’ is a rod 
or pin 9 cut away at its center to form a 
half-round, eccentric portion 9’. Secured 
to one end of the pin 9 is a ?nger-lever (1i, 
see Fig. 2, positioned at the side.of the bon- ,. 
not B and adapted for manual operation to 
rotate the pin. The forward portion of the 
block E ?ts into a cross-slot b3 on the back 
of the bonnet B to locate the latter verti~ 
cally on the rail R and when the lever G is 
raised the ?at _ 
will be turned to allow the stud e to slide 
in under the pin 9. After the bonnet B 
has been adjusted in position on the rail R 
the lever G is turned down into the position 
shown in Fig. 2, and the rounded portion of 
the eccentric g’ will-then be carriedv into 
wedging engagement with the forward, bev 
eled side of the'sl'ot e’ of the stud e. This 
action causes the block E to be drawn for— 
Ward in the slot 1' to lock it in place and to 
also clamp the-bonnet B ?rmly against the 
rail R to bind it in position thereon. In this 
manner the bonnets B may be attached 
rigidly to the frontv of the rail R while al 
lowing for their lateral adjustment in rela 
tion to each other and with respect to the 
work to be operated upon. 
Referring now to Figs. 3 and 4, the sta 

ple-forming and driving- mechanisms car 
ried in the bonnets B is of substantially the 
same construction and arrangement as that 
shown and described in United States Let 
ters Patent No. 970,461, granted-Sept. 20, 
1910 to Thomas A. Briggs. They comprise 
essentially a wire-feed for feeding the wire 

a rotary anvil 
for receiving and holding the wire, cutters 
for severing it into lengths, a bender~bar for 
bending over the legs or sides of the staple, 
and a driver for inserting the staples 
through the ,work, all arranged and organ 
ized as next described. Formed. on the iImer 
faces ofthe parallel sides 6, b of the bonnet . 
B 'are,opposite, vertical grooves I)‘, b“ in 
which the several reciprocating parts of the 
staple-forming and driving mechanisms are 
?tted to slide. The main actuating-member 
for the reciprocating elements consists of a 
block or slide S formed on its sides with 
splines's, s engaging the-grooves b‘, I)‘, Be 
.neath the slide S is the staple-former or 
bender-bar H also. formed with splines A, la. 
?tted to slide in the grooves b‘, I)‘ and 
carrying the wire-feed‘ K on its front- The 
bender-bar‘ H is connected to be recipro 
cated from the slide S ‘by means of the 
driver- bar D which‘ is also adapted for 
movement independently of the bender-bar. 
As shown most clearly in Fig. 8 the bender 
bar H is formed with opposite, parallel sides 
‘II/,Qh', connected by a web It’ at the back, and 
extending down in the legs h“, It’ which co 
operate with the forming-anvilto bent over 

portion of the eccentric q’ 
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the legs of the staple as later described. On 181 
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the inner sides of the legs ha, h’ are grooves 
h‘, h‘. for receiving the opposite, parallel 
legs of the staples after they have been bent‘ 
over as hereinafter described. The driver 
bar D is ?tted to slide between the sides h’, 
h’ of the bender-bar; H and is held in place 
by a cross-member or cleat k which forms ' 
a'part of ‘the wire-feed K and is riveted to 
the front of the bar H. At its lower end 
the driver-bar D carries the driver proper 
consisting merely of a ?at plate D’ let into 
its front face and held in place by suitable 
means, ‘not here shown or described in detail. 
At its top the drive-bar D is provided with 
a recess on its rear face which forms a shoul-' ' 

\" adapted to bear upon the wire 'w to press it der 03’ adapted to be engaged by a for 
wardly-projecting lip s’ at the bottom of 
the slide S, see Fig. 4. Engaging the‘up-' 
per edge of the driver-bar D is a plunger 
pin 82 ?tted to the lower'end of a vertical 
bore a“ in the slide S. A coiled spring .9‘ 
held under compression in the bore 8“ by a‘ 
screw 85 bears against the pin .92 to nor 

" mally maintain it pressed against av retain 
25 ing shoulder 86 at the bottom of the slide S. 

This arrangement provides a yielding con 
‘ nection between the driver-bar D and the 
operating-slide S so that when the driver D" 

' and bender-bar Hare forced down against 
88 

.40 

the work they will not be ‘bent or broken 
should the material being operated be of ex 
cessive thickness, that is of greater thick 
ness than what the machine is set for. 

> ~ Through this provision the parts are pre 
.85 vented from injury should the operator in 

‘ladvertently or carelessly insert‘ too many 
thicknesses of material into the machine. 

~ ReferringT again to the detail view, Fig. 8, 
one side of the driver-bar D is formed with a 
slot "(1” having a lower, square shoulder. d3 
‘and an upper, square shoulder d‘ of less 

' depth. Between the shoulders ‘d"‘——d‘ is»a 
' projection or lug d5 beveled off on its op-_ 

’ ‘r veg- the bar D and ‘formed'on its rear face 

. 59" 

posite ‘sides at d‘, d”. ‘ Mounted to slide in 
a lateral slot is’ cut through the cleat l0, see 
fig. 4, is a'latch or key-member K" ?tted 

with a lug k2 adapted to engage the shoul 
ders of the slot 70''’ therein. ' The key K’ is 
normally held in the position illustrated in 
Fig: 8 by‘ means of a wire spring k8 fas 
tenedin a slot on the back of the bender 

. bar H and having its upper end is‘ ‘bent for 
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, locking‘thc driver-bar I) to the bender-bar. 
H to cause the latter to be forced downward 

ward and reaching out through a hole It‘. 
The latch‘ K’ serves its a“ means for positively 

a by“ the slide S. The bender-bar H‘ is nor 
mally moved, in the'bonnet B through a fric— 
tion connection between it and the ‘driver 
bar ‘D. Referring to Fig. 4, a coiled spring 

‘as 

11 held ina pocket in a“ stud I screwed intov 
‘ the back of the bender-bar acts on a fries. 
. tionrplug i" to‘ press the latter against the' 
‘rear face of ‘the driver-bar D. Through 

this means-the driver-bar D and bender-bar 
H are held together with sufficient friction 
to normally cause the latter to be moved‘ 
with the former, but in forcing the bender 
bar H against the staple a positive action is 
provided through their; direct connection as 
more fully explained hereinafter. 
As shown in Fig. 3, the front face of the 

cleat or wire-feed member I‘: is recessed to 
form a ledge is“ along which the wire w 
draws as it leads down from the top of the 
machine. 
slot is’ formed in the side of the cleait 7c is a 
.T-shaped grip-member J having its vertical 
edge serrated or formed with the teeth j 

against the ledge k6 on the cleat k. The 
end In‘ of the wire spring 703 extends through 

75 

Mounted to slide in a horizontal - 

80 

a holev j’ in the grip J and‘ tends to press ' 
the serrated jaw.vv j-against the wire. Refer 
ring particularly to Figs. 3 and ,8, the opera 
tion of the latch K’ and wire grip J is con 
trolled by means of a slideL held in a slot 
b5 in the side I) of the bonnet B and extend 
ing upwardly to the. top thereof. 
lower end the slide L is cutaway along its 
inner side to provide a slot l'in which the 
right-hand end‘ of the latch K’ rides. At 
its bottom is a'beveled shoulder Z’ against 
which'the lowerxbeveled side of the latch 
K’ strikes to force the latch to the left to 

and relieve the grip J from the wire w‘ at 
the end of the feeding stroke, all as more 
fully explained hereinafter. p 

| On the front of the bonnet B is a face 
plate B’ having its edges ?tted to rooves 

‘\ b“, b6 in the sides. 6, b and held in p ace by 
spring-clips b", 6''‘ formed with shoulders 
overlapping its sides.‘ At itslower end the 
plate B’ is'cut away _to_ provide‘a rectangu 
lar opening b8 through which the wire-feed 
block or cleat k- projects to adapt the latter 
to strike against the top edge thereof to'limit 
theextent of its upward movement. The 
plate B"~is adjustable up'and down in the 
slots 6*”, b“ and may be ‘set in different osi 
tions to control the range of action 0 the 
wire-feed K so that the latter is regulated 
to feed the proper length of wirein accord" 
ance with the ‘length of‘ staple required. 
The adjustment of ,the late B’ also serves 
to adjust. the position 0 ‘the slide L which. 
releases the wire-grip J at the lower end of 
the feeding stroke; At the top- of'the'bon-v 
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release the pressure of the wire-spring 163' 
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120' 
net B is a‘block B2 ?tted between the sides a 
b, b and clamped in‘place by a screw- 6” ex 
tending through it In the top of the block 
‘B2 is‘a screw 61” having its head. positioned‘ 

' in'a recess 62“, cut‘into the side of the block,’ 
see Fig. 3,‘ to adapt it to bear against the top 
of the bonnet B. By turning the screw the 

. block may be adjusted vertically in the bon 
net for a purpose as later described. Piv 
oted on the front of the'block B2 by means 

1 
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of a stud Z3 is a lever L’, one end of which 
engages a slot Z4 in the release-slide L. 
The opposite end of the lever L’ is slotted at 
Z5 to receive a stud or pin b1‘) projecting rear 
wardly from the plate"_B’. Through this 
connection the movement of the plate B’ u 
or down in its slots in the bonnet ‘B will e - 
feet a relative movement of the release-slide 
L in the opposite direction. When the plate 
B’ is raised in the bonnet it will allow the 
wire-feed K to make a longer stroke upward 
and will also adjust the slide L to cause the 
wire-grip J to be'released .at a lower point 
in its downward stroke so that in this way 
the adjustment is compounded. In other 
words, less movement of the plate B’ is re 

‘ quired to lengthen the operative stroke of 
the Wire-feed and increase the length of the 

' ‘staple than if only'one‘ of the parts were 
20 
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‘ therein. 

movable. The vertical adjustment of the 
'plate B’ is controlled by means connected 
with "the adjusting devices for the staple 
driving “mechanism of the machine as later 
describ d. v - V 

The wire '21; is fed down by the grip-device 
K to a rotary anvil 0, before mentioned, 
which is similar in construction and method 
of operation to that described in the patent 
‘above referred to.v As shown in Figs. 3 and 
4, an arm_ 0’ extends outwardly from the 
side of the bonnet B near the bottom thereof 
and is formed with a circular bearing 01‘ 

vbrushing 0 at its end. Mounted to rotate 
ingthe' bearing _0 is the cylindrical. anvil 0 
formed with a head or ?ange 0’ at its outer 
end- which normally‘ abuts the end of the 
bearing to locate the anvil longitudinally 

' beveled oil’ with a conical ‘point or‘ nose 0“ 
‘40 
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formed with diametrical slots 03, 0*‘extend 
mg across it at right-angles to each other. 
The slot 03 is somewhat deeper than the 
slot 0* and receives the wire w as it is fed 
down by the feed-device K on the bender-‘ 
bar H. Asthe wire w is ‘held in a vertical 
position while being fed by the‘ wire-feed 
K, the anvil O is rotated through an angle 
of ninety degrees and this causes the wire I 
to be brought intojthe shallower slot 0‘. 
Then as the anvil O is turned back again 

. to its ?rst position,the length of wire w’ 
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for the staple, after being severed by cutters 
as later described, is turned with it and 
brought into a horizontal position in under 
the bender-bar H with its ends projecting 
from the sides .of the anvil directly beneath 
the forming-legs 71,3, 71.3. A wire spring 09 
is secured in an axial hole in the anvil O 
with its end‘projecting therefrom to adapt 
it to bear against the length of wire w‘ 
held in the slot '0" to retainit in'place there 
in while the anvil is being rotated, 'see' Fig. 
9. The method of operation of this part 

' of the mechanism is fully described in'the 

The. inner end of the anvil O is’ 
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patent above referred to and explained more 
in detail hereinafter. vIn the present ar 
rangement the rotation of the anvil is ef 
fected by an improved and simpli?ed 
mechanism, somewhat different vfrom that‘ 

previous patent‘, as next de- 1» shown in ‘the 
scribed: . - . i 

As "shown in Figs. 3 and 10 the means 
for rotating the anvil O consist of a Geneva 
motion, so-called, operated from the recip 
rocatin movement of the slide S. Pivoted 

.eccentrieally on a pin u projecting from 
the front of the bonnet B is a hub U car 
rying a vcrank-pin u’ on its front face. Con 
nected to the crank-pin u’ is a link U’ car 
rying a crank-pin u2 at its lower end insert 
ed in a hole in the head of the anvil O. 
Preferably the link‘ U’ is constructed, of 
?at ring-metal and is bent or‘ bowed in 
ward y toward its lower end to cause it to 
exert a pressure against the end of the anvil 
O. .Thls ressure tends to maintain the 
anvil .O wlth its ?ange or head 0’ seated 

' against the end of the bearing 0 while also 
allowing the anvil to be retracted in its 
bearing for a purpose as later described. 
Referring now to Fig. 10, the inner end 
of the ‘crank-disk’ U is ?atted o?", to form 
two shoulders u“, u‘ arranged at right-an 
gles to each other and adapted to be en 
gaged bythe side of a projecting shoulder 
orv ed‘ 8787 on the front of the reclprocating 
slide ,‘see also Fig. 3. The shoulder 8" is 
cut away with an arcuate' slot at s8 and op- ' 
posite this is a in s“ projecting forwardly 
from the front ace of the slide S.v The pin 
a” is adapted to enter a radial slot u“ inthe 
crank~disk U to turn the latter as the slide 
S descends in the bonnet B. With'the slide ‘ 
_S at ‘the upper end of its stroke, as shown 
in Fig. 3, the shoulder a“ of the crank-disk 
‘U engages its shoulder s" and is thereby 
restrained ‘from turning during the ?rst 
part of the movement of the slide. As 
the slide S descends its pin 8“ will enterthe ‘ 
slot u‘ in’ the crank-disk U,vsee7 Fig. 10, 
and the curved slot 88 .will allow the latter to rotate until its shoulder u‘ brings up. 
against the upper’ portion of- the shoulder, 
s' on the slide. At this juncture the pin 3' ' 
asses out of the slot‘u‘ and the disk U is 
ocked from further rotation until the slide 
S returns u wardly again. In this manner ' 

I the crank-dlsk -U.1s‘ given an intermittent, , 
rotary motion in opposite directions 
through an angle of ninety degrees and an 
equal motion is imparted-through the link 
U’ to the anvil O, with both elements locked 4 I 
in position at the opposite extremes of their 
movement. _ . .. . 

Fastened on the front of the faceplate B’ 
at its lower end is a guide or support B‘ 
for the wire-cutters ‘V, V’. 
two bars formed with sharpened ends and 

12 

These ‘consist ‘of ' I 



' arranged‘ with one ‘bar V held fast in‘ they 

, slide therethrough. 
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guide Ba and the other'bar V’ adapted to 
As shown. in Fig. 12 

the ?xed cutter‘ -is formed with a projec 
tion 0 on its front which '?ts an opening in 
the front of the guide B“1 to hold it in place 

it therein. ‘The end of the cutter V projects 
‘ beyond-the side of the guide Ba and is slotted 

10 
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across its front to provide a sharpened edge 
'0’. The movable cutter V" slides in the 
guide Ba below the cutter V and is formed 
with ‘an inclined endlhaving 'a sharpened 
edge 1;’ at its top. Projecting from the rear v - 
of the sliding cutter V’ is aninclined lug 413 
adapted to engage a cam-groove 'v" in a ver-'‘ 
tical plate V’. The plate V2‘ is arranged to 
slide between the side 6 of the bonnet'B and 
the side‘ of the bender-bar'H and is heldin 
place by the face-plate B’. The plateV2 
is adapted to be held frictionally to prevent 
unwarranted movement by a plug '0“ pressed 

gagainst its rear face by a coiled spring '07 

25 

, "able cutter 
and cooperating with the ?xed cutter V will 

’ sever the wire at this point. After the ‘wire 
is severed and the staple formed and driven, 

85 

located in a pocket in the side‘of the bonnet 
B, see Fig. 11.,‘ At theupper end of the 
plate V2 is a rearwardly-projecting lug 'vs 
adapted to be engaged by..the lower end of 
the spline s on the slide 8- to carry the plate 
‘downward, while the top of the spline k on 
the bender-bar H engages with the lug '0“ to ' 
slide the late upward in the bonnet' As 
the plate 2 is moved'downward at the .end 
of the stroke of the slide S its cam-groove 'v‘ 
acting thro‘u h the lug 03 will slide the mov 

' ' ' across the path of, the wire 10, 

into place as later described the upward 
vstroke of the bender-bar H will raise the 
slide V2 to retract the cutter V to allow the 

> wire’ to again beefeddown to the anvil G.’ 
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Referring “to Fig. 4,,‘ the bender-bar H car-. 
- lies a staple-supporter X‘hinged' toits rear. 
{side andadapted to hold thev staple in place 
while it is being driven down throu he the 
work.‘ This element‘: may be of. an pre 
ferred construction and as here shown com; 
prises an pivoted; at its upper end 
on a cros-pin w’ and formed at its lower end 
with the staple-receiving block as”. > Project 
ing from the sides of the staple-supporter 
are pins a1’ adapted ‘to ride on the inclined 
faces I)“, b“ of cam-blocks 6‘? formed on 
the sides ‘b, b of the bonnet B. At the lower 
‘end of the bonnet B is a pivoted arm Y car- ‘ 
rying a roll 3/ at its lower end over which 

’ \ the staple-supporter rides as it descends with 
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the bender-bar H. The 'arm'Y is engaged 
:by theyend of a spring'g/ pocketed in a stud, 
y’ and is limited in its movement under ac 
tion of the spring 3/" by a projection 3/‘ on 
'its upper‘ end which strikes against apln y‘Q 

- As the staple-suppoiter X- descends, its rear 

'65 
‘ beveled face at‘ rides across the roll yand 
forces it outward it' into place be- 

was the endof the arin Q’. A, washer g ' 
“v 125 

handle 

in the grooves h‘, h‘ in the legs 72.5,, h‘? ofv the 
tween‘ the legs" of the staple which are held" ‘ 

bender-bar When ‘the‘dr'iver-bar D de- ' 
scends its lower edge will ride along the 111- ‘ 
clined outer face we of the supporter X and 
force itrearwardly out of the way against 
the action of the spring'y’. After the staple 
has been clenched in place and the bender 
‘bar H slides upward'inthe bonnet B the 
supporter X is 'carried'back out- of'the way 

As previously stated the plate B’vWhich 
regulates the stroke of the wireifeed K and 
thereby the length'of the wire whigh is cut 
oil? to form the staple is adjusted by a means 
.which also controls the operative position 
of the bender-barl H. and driver-bar _D. in 
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relation to the "work being operated. upon. ‘ r 
This means is coordinated’ with the >main 
drive-shaft‘M‘ of the machine as shown par 
ticularly in Fig. 2, and is‘arranged to ‘act 
universally in" connectionwith- a plurality‘ of 
heads 13 mounted on the supporting-rail R. 
The shaft M is journaled in a sleeve or quill 
Q which extends the length of the .arm‘ A 
and is mounted in bearings a2, a“ at each end 

' thereof. At the rearward‘ end of the quill 

90' 

Q, the shaft M‘ 'extends'throughya bearing 9 ‘ 5 
arranged substantially concentric with the 
bore of the bearing a” in which the quill‘ 
sets. At its forward end, however, the hear: 
ing g’ for the shaft -M is bored eccentric to 

_ the bore of the front bearing a,8 in which the 
quill In other words, the axis of the 
‘shaft M at the ‘forward end of the quill Q, 
iso?’set from or out of alinement with the 
axis of the quill itself. This provides that 
when the quill Q ‘isrptated in, its bearings ' 
in the arm A it will “cause the forward end 

95. 
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slightly from the horizontal, the” object be; : 
ing‘ to adjustthe position ofthe parts’ cbn'L - 

'to be operated upon by the stitching-devices. 

work on the ?xed‘ table below the bonnetsB. 
Formed on the rear end of. the quill Qis 

a‘ vertical ‘arm Q,’ beveled off at its top and 
- carrying ‘ahandle Q.I screwed‘ into'itsjend. 
Fastened to the ‘end of the quill-bearing a’ 

' by means of the countersunk screws 9? is a‘. 
semi-circular plate-or disk-like‘ sector Q‘, 
see Fig.‘ 7, having a beveled edgepalining 

on ‘the threaded portion of ‘the handle 
overlies the edge of the sector Q” and; is 

I 'nected with'the shaft in'relation to the work “ 
110 

-The,shaft M being operatively connected to ‘V 
' the staple-forming and driving devices as ' ' 

later described, it is-obviou‘s- that any adjust. 
ment in its position will also serve to adjust - 

a these parts. up and down relatively toythe 115‘ 

izo 

adapted to ,bewclamped thereagain'st by 
screwin the‘handle into the armlQ/g The 

2 provides'a convenient means for . 
turning the-quill Q inits bearings and the 130' 

15 ‘ i 

by its pins w“ riding along the beveled sides ‘ i 
b“ ‘of the cam-blocks b“ as before described; > 

105 a. 
of’ the shaft M to be raised or lowered? - 
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washer 95 serves for locking the arm Q’ in 
place after the shaft M has ‘been adjusted 
to the position desired. ' ' 

Fast on the forward end of the shaftM 
is a crank-disk M2 from the front of which 
projects a crank-pin m, see Figs. 2 and 5. 
The crank-disk M2 serves as thedriving 
means or prime-mover for reciprocating the 
slides in the bonnets B and is connected 
therewith through a means which is uni 
versally adaptable for operating the stitch 
ing-mechanisms of any number of bonnets 

' arranged‘on the rail B. As shown particu 

II". 5 
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larly in Figs. 4, 5 and 6, the connecting 
means between the crank M2 and the slides 
S of the several bonnets comprises essen-' 

tially a rectangular plate or cross-head extending across the machine parallel with 
and above the rail R and adapted to re 
ciprocate up and down on the frame F. 
Fastened to the uprights f, f of the frame 
F or formed as a part thereof are two par 
allel arms or guides F’, F’, see Figs. 4 and 
5, having vertical grooves f2, f2 on their 
inner sides. Fastened t0 the back of the 

' cross-head N are two vertical rack~bars n, n 
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.. in this way they operating mechanisms in ‘ 
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having tongues or splines 11/, n’ ?tted to 
slide in the grooves F, f2 of the guides F’, 
F’. The inner faces of the rack-bars n, n’ 
are formed with teeth I/?' adapted to mesh 
with the teeth of two pinions M, n3 on the 
“opposite ends of a cross-shaft n4 journaled 
in bearings in the arms F’, F’. Through 
this arrangement the movement of the cross 
head N is equalized at its ends so thatthere 
will be no tendency for the splines a’, n’ on 
the bars 'n, 'n. vto cramp in the guiding 
grooves f2, f2. Referring particularly ‘to 
Figs. 2 and 5, the crosshead N isjconnected 
to be reciprocated from the crank-disk M2 
by means of a link or connecting-rod N’ one 
end of which is pivoted on the crank-pin m 
and the opposite end on a pin m" project 
ing from the rear of the crosshead. On the 
lower edge of the crosshead N is a ledge n5 
extending clear across its front face and 
formed with a horizontal slot/n“. Project 
ing from the rear face of the slide S. near 
its upper end, is a pin 81° ?atted off on 
opposite sides to adapt it to enter the slot 
n“ in the crosshead N. It will be understood 
that each slide S is provided with a pin 81" 
for connecting it with the crosshead N. and 

all of the bonnets. B are adapted to be 
driven from-the crank M2 onthe shaft M. 
This form of connection between the stitch 
ing-mechanismsand the driving-means pro 
vides for operating any number of heads 
from one drive-shaft and also allows for 
the adjustment of the heads laterall'y'on'the 
rail R. ' 

It will be understood from the foregoin 
description that by adjusting the forwar 
end of the drive-shaft M up or down in 

‘and is held in placeby a set-screw b". I‘ 
head I)" of the. pin 615 ?ts a hole I)“ in 
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the arm A the crosshead N connected with 
the crank-disk M2 will also be adjusted in 
vertical position. Through this means the 
slides S and their connected parts in the 
.bonnets B may be adjusted in relation to 
the work to be operated upon as more fully 
explained hereinafter. The adjustment of 
the shaft M is-also arranged to coincidently 
adjust the face-plates B’ on the bonnets B 
to regulate the stroke of the reciprocating 
wire-feed K in accordance with the length 
of staple required. Themeans for effecting 
this ‘second adjustment are as follows: Re 
ferring to Fig. 2, the outer end of'the quill 
Q is formed with a circular bearing g“ 
formed eccentric to the portion of the quill 
which seats in the bearing a3 inthe arm A 
but concentric to the axis of the ‘shaft M. 
Surrounding the bearing g‘*_ is .an armor 
slide Z which'reaches up through a vertical 
slot is in the frame ‘F and carries a for 
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wardly extending lug a at its ‘top. Fas- ' 
tened t0 the front of‘ the~ lug 2 by means- - 

' of a stud z’ is a vertical‘plate or raiIMZ’ 
having a horizontal slot 2’ extending along 
its lower edge. 
engaged by a. lug I)" which projects'rear 
wardly from a block B‘ arranged to ‘slide 
up‘and down in the bonnet‘ B and guided 
'by splines lb“ ?tting the grooves b", b‘ in 

90 
The slot 22 is adapted to be ' 

the sides 6, I), see Figs. 3 and 4:. The block > 
B‘ is connected with the face-plate B"which 
adjusts the stroke of the wire-feed by a 
pin or stud b“. As shown in Fig.‘ it the 
pin 6“ is ?tted‘ to a bore in the bloclitrrlg4 

e 

the face—plate' B’ and is preferably formed 
eccentric to the body of the pin‘ so that by 
turning the latter the relation between the. 
parts may be altered within certain limits. 
That is .to say, when the pin 1215 is turned 
in its bearing theplate B’ will be adjusted 
up and down in relation to the block B‘. 
A further adjustment between the plate B’ 
and the adjusting quill Q is provided by 
the stud 2’ which connects the plate ‘Z’ with 
the arm Z. As shown in Fig. 4 the head 23 
of the stud a’ which engages a hole in the 
plate. Z’ is formed eccentric to'the portion 
of the stud which is mounted in the lug z 
of the arm Z. . By turning the stud z’ the 
plate Z’ '7 may be raised or lowered on the 
arm Z. By means of these two adjustments 
the face-plates of the several heads used on‘ 
the machine may, all be set in proper rela 
tion to give a uniform length of stroke to 
the several wire-feeds K. It will be under 
stood from the ‘above that the cross-plate 
or rail. Z’ is raised or lowered to simulta» 
neously adjust the positions of the face 
plates B’ on the bonnets B when the quill Q 
is‘ turned to adjust the height of the for 
ward end of the drive-shaft M. To provide 
'for a parallel movement of the plate from 
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' ment ofthe 
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the slideor?armZtI employ e ualizing arms‘ 
Z’, Z2 mounted on the ends 0 a cross-shaft 

is‘ which is I‘journaled in bearings inthe side 
arms F’, ’, ‘see Figs. 4,'5q1an'd 6: The 
arms Z”, Z2 vcarr'y‘studs z“, a‘ at their outer 
ends which PI‘OJBCt throu h holes 2;‘, z“ in 

Only a‘ slig t, vertical move 
late Z’ is necessary for the 

adjustment 0 the face-plates B’ and the 
studs a‘, z“ have a clearance‘ in the ‘holes 

_ a‘, z‘ to’ allow a limited amount of-p'lay so‘ 
. that the 

15" . . . 

. ranged to operate in connection with a ?xed‘ 
wclencher-block which acts to clench the‘ legs 

20 

. mechanisms in the-stitcher-heads 

plate is not thrown out of its ver 
tical osition. ‘ V 

In‘some types of machines the aple 
forming- ‘and driving mechanisms are‘ ar 

of the staple in place after they have been 
inserted‘through the work. In other cases 
oscillating“ clencher-levers are employed’ to - 
bend the“ legs of the staple into place and 

> the present machine is‘ .ada ted for either ar-' 
rangement: ‘In, the drawings Ifhaveipre 
ferred-to show the machine as‘complete with 
movable clenchers for cooperatin with the 

Refer 
ring to Figs. 1,2 and 5, a rectangular; box 
like frame C is mounted ‘on the top of the 

7 forward column 1; of the frame P.’ and be 

i 3?‘ oted on the shaft 0. 

' upwardly from the'rear en \of the‘ lever C2 _ 

40 

‘its ‘upper end. 
cam. \ 

the rotation of, the shaft imparts a rocking ~' 

tween its sides is'a rockable frame .0’ piv; , 
Connected to the for 

ward end of the frame “(1" is a‘link a” piv 
otally "oinedat its lower end to a horizontal 
lever (llzvfulcrumed at c‘on the main frame 
P’ of the machine, see-Fi. 1. . Extending 

is an arm a"carr ing a block or roll 0”. .at 
T- e roll 0° is en?iged by a 

' fast on the drive-shaft whereby 

motion to the lever C2 to oscillate the frame 
' C’ in a‘ manner as well known and generally 

.55 

, tion to which they may 
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employed in'machines of this type. The up 
per portion of the frame C is formed with 
a vertical front face a’ scored along its 
length with ahorizontal’T-shaped slot 0‘, see 
Fig. 2. Fitted to slide along the front face 
a7 are a" series of plates or clencher-sup 
portersfca having tongues 101°‘ on their rear\_ 
faces ?tted to the slot as. Fitted to slide in 
the slot ‘0'’ at the rear'of the tongues 0"’ are 
T-headed pins or studs 011 reachin through 
hblesi in the plates 0° and threa ed to re 
ceive the nuts c‘? on their outer ends.‘ Two 
studs‘c"~ are provided for each clencher 
plate c” 'andby tightening their nuts‘ 0"‘ 
they may be clamped in place in any 'posi 

, e' adjusted along 
the i-sframe C. Plvoted .at the to of the 
plates 0" are the‘ clenchers c“ whic consist 
of pairs of _ fockable levers adapted to ‘be 
pressed up against the legs of the staple to 

of thework. The clenchers c“ are of usual 
construction “having openings 0?“ engaged 

by the rearwardly projecting hp 0" of‘a ‘ 
slide 0" mounted to reci' rocate on the front, 
of the plate 0” and held in place and guided 
by the nuts 012 and a cleat 0", see Fig. 5; 
At their lower ends the slides a“ are formed 
with rearwardly projecting lips a-“iadapted 
to enter a horizontal slot 0" in the front of 
the oscillating‘ frame‘ C’v from which they 
derive their motion. Through these con 
nections the clenchers 0" are operated inter‘- ' 
‘mittently'to cooperate with the staple-driv 

rrl : 
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ing devices in {the bonnets B and it is to be ' ‘ 
Iioted that the several sets of clenchers may 
be‘ adjusted laterally in position on the 
frame C in accordance with the position of’ 
their respective bonnets Without alteringthe 
driving-connections". Any required number 
of sets of clenchers may be applied ‘to‘the 
machine in accordance with theinumber of 
heads or Bonnets B being employed and the 
capacity of the machine is only limited in 
this re set by? the length of the rail R and 
frame 

ciated ‘clencher-mechanisms may be extended 
within reasonable limits to adapt thema 
chine for work of considerable breadth or 
forfa multiple series of se arate *pieces of 

‘ That is to say, the parts for sup-‘ 
porting the stitcher-heads and their assos 

80. 

work as ona printing-press, older or binder. a 
‘ The method of operation of the complete 
machine is as follows: In installing the .ma 
chine for ‘use as many heads orbonnets B 
are attached to therail R as required for the 
work in hand. _ ‘For instance, ‘in stapling 
calendar pads to cards, stitching signatures 
for booklets,‘ or for similar work two,. three,‘ 
four, or any numberof staples may be insert 
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ed simultaneouslyrby providing the required ‘ 
number of/heads B on the machine, and the 
staples may be set with_any desired spacing 
by adjusting ‘the heads‘laterall in relation‘. 
to each other. After the heads ave been set 
in position 'the hand-levers G, see Fig. 2, 
are turned down to- clamp them in‘ place on 
the rail Ruby means of the blocks E ‘as pre 
viously explained. <In adjusting the stitch 
ing-mechanisms to the work inconformity. 
with its thickness the sheets of material‘ to 
bestitched 0r stapled together are placed on‘ . 

11.5 i 
the work-support T’ and‘ the shaft M is then 
turned‘ by‘ hand to bring the bender-bar H j . 
and driver’D' down to their lowermost posi-_ ' ‘ 
.tion. The quill-handle Q2 is then turned to 
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rotate the quill _Q, and adjustthe POSitiOILOf 
the‘ shaft M so that the lower ends of the 
bender-bar and" driver ,‘will' be set down 
against‘the work with a slight pressure 
thereon. ‘After ' this ‘adjustment is com-' 
leted the handle Q,2 is screwed into the arm 7 
I to bind the washer q‘ against the edge‘of 

the sector Q” and the quill Q will thereby ‘be 
- locked in position against accidental dis 

wbend them in place against the under side ' placement. The blocks B2 arenextiadjusted 

means of," their screws b" to set the levers ‘L’ 
1 i’ - 

125 

»m vertical position in the bonnets B, by . 

18-0 
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to provide. for theproper positioning of the 
plates B’- and ‘slides L in relation to-vthe 

“forming-anvil O._ This, adjustment regu 
lates the extent'to which the-wire w will be 

5 fed down through the anvils 0 so as to 
equalize the ends of the severed length '20’ 
projecting therefrom .wherebyboth legs of 
the staple will ~be bent to the same‘ length. 
The face-plate B’ of.the several bonnets B 

10 are nowadjusted by means of their eceentric' 
studs 5"’, see Fig. 4, to regulate.‘ theirposis 
tion in relation to the‘ blocks B4 ‘and-the 

' plate Z’ so that they will all be set to allow 
a uniform length of stroke of the wire-feed» 
K as later described. ' At the same time the - 

‘_ plate Z’ is adjusted vertically by means of 
> the eccentric stud 2’ at the top of the arm Z, 
see Fig; 2, to regulate the length of ‘the 
stroke of the wire-feed to provide for the 
required length of staple in proportion with 
the thickness of the work to be stitched.’ It 
will be understood, of course, that'these ad: 

20 

justments for regulating. the relation be-' 
tween the’ plate B’ and its cooperatin parts 
are only made once, usually. when the ma 
chine is ?rst assembled, and, thereafter the 

. adjustment of the ‘quill Q, to set the bender 
bar H and driver D’ also’ acts through the 

I ' arm Z to regulate the position offthe plate » 
‘ B" in-conformity with the thickness of the 
work. That is ‘to say, after the machine has 
once been set with its parts in their-‘proper 
relation’ only a single adjustment is neces 
sary to regulate the action of the coordi 
nated mechanisms for different thicknesses 
vof material to be stapled. This adjustment 
is made .by setting the handle Q2, as before ’ 
explained, and serves'to simultaneousl ad 
'ust the mechanisms of the whole series of 

I 40v eads B on ‘therail R. 
Power is ‘applied to the machine through 

the driving-pulley M’ and'when the clutch‘ 
‘ is thrown in the shaft Mv will be rotated to 
” turn thecrank-di M2. 

' and 5, to reciprocate the-crosshead N which 
slides on the guides F’, F’ ,with its motion 
maintained ‘parallel b the Tack-bars a, n. 

crosshead I a reciprocatory m0-“ ' Frorn' ?ee‘ 50 tion is ‘i parted to the several slides S in 
the series of bonnets B; As the arrange 

‘ ment of the stapling-mechanisms .is the same" 
in all of the-heads B it will s'li?ice to explain 
the method of operation of one of them only. 

>1 65 Referring ?rst to Fig. 1,-- the wire 10 for the 
staples is supplied from spools W rotatively 
.mounted on the top of, the { frame F and 

.i ’ [thence itleads over curved guides-W’ and 
, down acrossptlie fade-plate B’ of each bon 

60 net B. Usuallg‘ means for-straightening'the 
wire are pr'ovi' ed at‘thetop o'fthe plate B’, 
but these'are not here shown-asthey form 
no part of the present invention. As shown 

-. particularly in Figs. 3 and‘ 4 the wire w is 
65 drawn ‘down through the feeding-device K 
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I The crankM2 acts ' 

‘I 45 through the, connéctingvrodr N’, see ‘Figs. '2 

1 

and thence between the cutting edges-of the 
cutters V, V’ to the forming-anvil O. 
:lVith the ‘bender-bar H at the upper end 

of. its‘. stroke as shown in Figs.‘3_ and 4, the 
latch K’ will be projected to the right with 
its end in‘the slot Z of the’ slide L and the 
wire grip J will consequently be (forced by 
'the s'pripg k3 against the Wire w to clamp 
the latter against the ledge k“ .on the cleat 
or block 76; Referring now to. Fig. 8 which 

" also shows the bender-bar H and driver-bar 
D. at the upperend of the stroke, it will be 
noted that the lug k2 on the latch K’ is in 
the lower end of the slot d2 of the driver-bar 
in its deeper portion with its upper, beveled 
shoulder in contact with the beveled shoul 
der d“ of the-lug d5. Now, as the slide S 
starts to descend the driver-bar‘ D is carried 

- down with: it and the engagement -of_ these 
shoulders combined with the friction action 
of'the plug 2', see Fig. 4, causes the bender 

’ bar H to be moved downwardly in'the boné 
net B. The wire-feed K, as before stated, 
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has. taken a grip’ on the ,wire 11: and conse- ' '~ 
‘ quently‘the wire will be drawn down and fed 

7 to the anvil 0. 'On the ?rst descent of the 
slide S and its connected 
is fed through the slot 08 1n the end of the 

ters V, V’ which are actuated from the cam 
plate V2 at the end of the stroke of the slide 

/ S, as previously explained. It has also been 
explalned that asthe slide S approaches the 
end of its downwardstroke the pin 89 in 
.its front engages the slot to5 in the hub U,, 
‘see Fig. 10, ‘to rotate the ‘hub which, through 
its link U’, turns the anvil O in the direction 
indicated by the arrow 3, Fig. 3‘. This turn 
ing movement bf the anvil .0. takes place 
,before thewire .‘is severed byrthe cutters V, 
V’ ‘and therefore the lower end of-the<wire 
is still held in a vertical position'to, cause 

*it to ride across the beveled faces 05 of the 
anvil O asthe‘ latter is retracted in‘ its bear 
ing 0. The longitudinal retraction of‘ the 
anvil O is effected by the driver D’ riding 
across'rits beveled end and after the anvil 
has reached the extent of its rotary move 

Plment through’ an angle of ninety degrees its 
shallow slot 0‘ will have assumeda vertical 
pogition. Theiend of the wire to being still 
unsevered from the main length and being 
therefore held vertical will ‘thus be caused 

into the groove 0‘ of the anvil O _ ' ~ to_sna _ 

‘where 1t is held by the spring clip 0° shown 
> in, the detail view, Fig. 9. As soon asthe 
wire wristhus seated in the groove ,0‘ the 
anvil O ceases to rotate, and at this juncture 
"the last end of ‘the movement ofethe slide S 
causes the cutters V,‘V’ to act to sever it. 

arts the wire w . 
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anvil O- and 1s afterward‘ severed by the cut- . 
95 
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In other words, the anvil‘ 0 comes to 
for ‘"an interval-‘while the‘length of Wire w’ . 
from which the staple is formed is being cut 

-' off from the main piece, and as soonas this 
' is accomplished. the slide S starts to .move 
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‘ . spring link U’ until the severed length of‘ 
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upward again." After the-slide S starts to 
- ascend the hub U will be turned. to rotate 

20 

the anv-il‘O in the opposite direction from 
that indicated by the arrow 3-,‘F1g. 3, and 
continuing its movement will turn the anvil 
vback to its original position. This reverse. 
rotation of the anvil 0 will therefore carry 
the severed length of wire“ w’ held in its 
slot 0* into a horizontal position, as shown . 
by- full lines in Fig. 9, while'the slot 03 is 
being returned into vertical position to re 
ceive the next length of. wire fed downward. 
As the driver D’ ascends with the driver 
bar D it allows the anvil O to be forced 
longitudinally forward by the action of the 

wire w’ which it carries in the slot 0* is 
brought into position directly beneath the 
bender-bar H. Now, as the bender-bar de-' 
scends again its legs if, ‘h3 are" brought 
against the ends of the severed wire'w' which 
project from the sides of the anvil O to bend 

“them down at right-angles to the mid por 
' tion of the wire held in the slot 0*. In this 

25 manner the opposite, parallel sides or legs "of the staple are bent into‘ position ‘to be 
'_ received in the grooves h‘, h“ of the bender 

. bar H. After the bender-bar H has been 
> carried down to bring the lower ends of its 
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‘legs h“, h3 against the work, its further move 
ment“ is resisted thereby and the driver D 
starts to descend within the bender-bar H. ’ 
Meanwhile the staple-supporter X has swung p 
out into position between the legs ha, ha of, 
the bender-bar H to support the staple above 
the work while guiding its legs as they are 
driven down therethrough. It vis to be un 
derstood that the coaction' of these parts is 
essentially the same ‘as that of the mechanism 
described in the patent to Briggs beforé're4 
ferred to wherein a more detailed explana 
tion is given. ‘ t 
The staple being held in the bender-bar H 

with its ends or driving-points in contact 
with the work the action of the driver D’ 
‘is to force it through the work while the 
clenchers 01? are carried upward through the 
work-support T’ to bend the.» legs over, and 
clench them in place. These operations are 
carried out in the usual manner‘withl the 
movement of the clencher-operating ‘means 
synchronized with that of the drivin -mech 
anism through their connection w1th.the 
main driving-shaft M. As the driver D’ is 
carried down its lower edge forces the anvil 
O rearwardly in its bearing 0- so that the 
formed staple held in the bender-bar H rides ’ 
out of the slot 0‘. Finally, the grooved, 
lower edge ofthe driver D’ comes into action 
against the top of the staple to ‘ drive itv 
down and out of the bender-bar and through 
the material being“ stitched. It will be under-, 

that the action of the driver bar D is 
continuous,v but that ?rst it moves the bender— 
bar down through friction and. then when v 

"against the action of the s ring k’. _ 
‘as the driver-bar approac es the end of its ' 

l 

the latter strikes the work it drives thee; 
driver D’ positively as the latter slides‘be- ’‘ 
tween the legs ha, ha of the‘bender-bar. As _ 
the drive-bar D approaches the end of its 

‘ descent the right-hand beveled end of the 
latch K’ rides against the'bevel Z’ on the 
‘side of the slide L and this forces the latch 
back to release the gripper J from the .‘wire 
to. It will thus be seen that through the ad 
]ustmentof the slide L up and down in the 

70 

75 
bonnet B the wire-gripK may be released - 
at a point commensuratewwith the length of ' 
wir'e‘to be fed for any given length of staple. ' 
It has been explained that the slide L is ad 
justed from the movement of the plate B’ 
and that the position of. the opening b“ in 
the plate regulates the upward extent of the 
stroke of ‘the wire-feed K. Through the 
correlation of these parts the operative. 
stroke of the wire-feed K and the position 
of the cutters V,_V' is controlled in accord 
ance with the length of wire‘ required for the‘ 

so" 

85 

staple, and this adjustment is e?ected at the‘ > i 
same time that thefposition‘ of the-stitching 
mechanism is adjusted in relation to the 

i. work. ‘In other words, the single adjustment‘ 
of the position of the driver-shaft M through 
the means of the handle Q2 serves to regulate 
the downward limit of the stroke pf the: 
‘driver D’ and also acts to adjust the feed‘ 
of the wire, the’point of severance thereof,’ 
and thereby the length of the staplevin con 
formity with the thickness of the stock be 
lng operated upon. a ' -_ 

I Afterthe staple has been driven through 
the work andits legs clenched in place the 
slide S starts‘ to ascend carrying with it the 
.driver-bar D and bender-bar H. Referring 
to Fig. 8, during the last part of the down 
ward stroke of the driver-bar D the lug d‘ 
on its side rides underthe beveled‘lug k2 on 
the back of.v the latch K’ and the latter 
?nally seats in the upper end of the slot (1? 
against the shoulder d‘. “ It has been ex 
plained that this end of the slot (12- is of less 
depth than‘ the lower end andhence the 
latch K’ is maintained bearing against the 
end, of the spring k‘ to prevent the latter 
from forcing the grip J. against the-wire w. 
This provides that when the bender-bar H is 
being raised through its frictionconnection 
with the driver-bar D the wire to will not be 
carried upward from the position to which 
it has been fed. lWhen2 however, the block 

‘ k of the wire-feed K strikes against the edge 
of the opening I;8 in the plate B’, further ’ 
‘upward movement “of the bender-bar vH is 
prevented. The driver-bar D, however; still 
_continues to move upward and this brings 
its lu d‘ into play again causing its beveled 
side 1 to a'cton the beveled logic‘ of the 
latch K’ Y to withdraw the latter still further 

Finally, 

upward strokeits lug d‘ rides out un 
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I der the lug kzron the‘ latchK' andwthe latter 
is allowed to slide to the'right, thus permit 
ting the wire-grip J to once more take a bite 

“I on the wire vw so that the latter will again be 
fed down to the anvil O at the next down 
ward movement of the ‘bender-bar H. In 
this way the coordinated parts are operated 

' continuously from the, reciprocation of-the 
slide S to form, drive and clench a staple at. 
each rotation of the shaft M. _ ' r ' 

It will be seen from the foregoing de 
‘ scription that my. improvement provides for 

15 
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from the‘ spirit or scope of the ‘invention; 
as 

the, automatic operation of a plurality of 
separate stitcher-heads and their ‘associated 
clencher-devices as a complete, organized 
machine. Furthermore through the ingen 
ious’ arrangement for coordinating the sev 
eral mechanisms to ‘adapt them to be 
driven from a single shaft the heads are all ' 
adjustable independently to regulate the 
spacing of the staples and in ‘addition 'a 
vsingle, universal adjustment serves to set the 
several mechanisms as a unit for forming 
staples of different length in conformity 
with varying thicknesses of stock being op 
aerated upon. In this way my improved ap 
paratus is adapted to a Wide variety of wolyk 
on different types of machines while its 
productive capacity is greatly increased and 
its operation rendered more economical. 

, Various modi?cations might be made in‘ 
the construction‘ and arrangement of the 
parts of. they apparatus without departing 

therefore, without limiting myself to the ex 
' act embodiment shown, what I claim is:—~ 

1. In a wire-stitching or stapling machine, 
- the‘ combination with a plurality of stitcher 
heads containing coordinated staple-forming 

7. and driving mechanisms, of means to mount 

[45 

said heads in series, means to connect the 
mechanisms of the several heads to operate 
together 1n unison, a'horizontal drive-shaft 
.arranged to reciprocate said connecting 
means, and means to adjust said shaft verti 
cally-to regulate the position of ally of the. 
several mechanisms in the several headsin 

' ‘relation to the work to be stitched. ' 

' the ‘combination with a plurality of heads 
2. In a wire-stitching or stapling machine, 

carrying separate stitching-mechanisms, of 
means to mount said heads‘ in series to pro 
vide for their lateral adjustment in relation 

I ' to'each'other, means connecting the mecha 
56 nisms of the several heads to operate in 

unison, a horizontal drive-shaft arrangedrto 
‘reciprocate the connecting-means ‘/for the 
stitching-mechanisms, and means to adjust ~ 

60' said shaft vertically to regulate vthe position 
of all of the stitching-mechanisms‘ in rela 
tion to“ the work to be stitched. 

3. In a wire-stitching or stapling machine, 
‘ the combination with a plurality of separate 

65 
stitching-mechanisms, of means for detach 
ably supporting said mechanisms in series, 
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'~ means for‘ coordinating the several stitching 
mechanisms to operate together, a single 
driving-means for simultaneously operating 
the several mechanisms, a crank-shaft for 
reciprocating said driving-means, and means : 
to adjust said crank-shaft vertically to si 
multaneously regulate the position of all of 
the stitching-mechanisms in relation to the 
Work to be stitched. ’ v 

4. In a wire-stitching or stapling machine, 
the combination with a plurality of heads 

_ carrying. separate stitching-mechanisms, of 
a horizontal rail for supporting said heads 
in series, clamping-means for attaching the 
heads’ at different points along“. the rail, 
means adapted to be reciprocated in relation 
to the rail, means for individually connect 
ing the mechanisms of the heads to be oper 
ated from said reciprocating-means,- a hori 
zontal drive-shaft for actuating the recipro 
eating-means, and means to adjust .said 

' drive-shaft vertically to regulate the range 
of actioniof theistitching-me'cha'nisms in re 
lation to the work being operated. upon. 

5. In a wire-stitching machine, thetcombi 
nation with a series of stitcher-heads carry 
ing separate stitching-mechanisms, of a sin 
gle means for operating the several stitchL 
ing-mechanisms in unison, a crank-shaft ‘for ' 

. . _ .\ .. reclprocatlng said operating-.means, and 
‘means for adjusting the vertical position of 
the crank-shaft ‘to simultaneously regulate 
the operative position of all of the stitching 

‘.mechanisms in relation to the work in ac 
' cordance with the thickness of the stock to 
.be stitched. 

6. In a ‘wire-stitching vmachine, the _combi 
nation with a series of vertically-operating 
stitching-mechanisms, of a reciprocable cross 
head connected to operate the several stitch 
ing-mechanisms, a ‘crank for reciprocating 
the crosshead, and means to adjust the opera 
tive position of the crank to regulate the 
range of action of the stitching-mechanisms 
in relationto the work being operated upon. 

7 . In a wire-stitching machine, the combi 
nation with a plurality of separate stitchinga 
mechanisms, of means for supporting said 
mechanisms in series, reciprocating-means 
for operating the stitching-mechanisms in 
unison, a crank-shaft to reciprocate said 
means, a bearing'for said shaft, and means 
for adjusting said shaft vertically in its 
bearing to regulate the operative position, 
of the, stitching-mechanisms in relation to 
the work being stitched. ' 
A- 8. In a wire-stitching machine, the combi 
nation with a series of separate" stitching 
mechanisms, of means for regulating their 
action in‘ conformity with- the ‘thickness of 
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the work to be stitched, means for operating . 
the several stitching-mechanisms in ‘unison, 
and a single means for adjusting’ the posié 
‘tion of all of the stitching-mechanisms in 
relation to the work and for simultaneously 
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adjusting their regulating-‘means in con-1 
~ formity with‘ the thickness of the work. 

; 9. In a wire-stitching machine, the combi 
nation with a series of vertically-recipro 
-cable stitching-mechanisms, of a crosshead 
connected to reciprocate the several stitch-kv 

- lug-mechanisms in un1son,_ means to recipro 
cate the crosshead, and means topadjust the 

- position‘ of the reciprocating-means verti 
cally to regulate the operative position of the 
stitching-mechanisms in relation to the work ‘ 

, ‘being ‘ stitched. ' 

20 

10. In a wire-stitchinginachine, the com 
bination with a plurality of heads carrying 
separate stitching-mechanisms, of a recipro- ‘ 
cable crosshead connected to operate the 

, several stitching-mechanisms, means to re 
clprocate the crosshead, and means to ad]ust . 
the position of the'reciprocating-means ver 
tically in relation to“ the,‘ heads to regulate _ 
the ‘range. of action of the stitching-mecha 
nisms operating therein. ' i 

, , 11. In a wire-stitching machine, the com 
I bination with a- series of vertically-operating 

.25 

40 

stitching-mechanisms‘, of‘ a reciprocable 
crosshead connected to operate the stitching _ 
mechanisms, a crank-shaft connected to re 
ciprocate the crosshead, and means to adjust 
the-crankshaft vertically in position to reg-p ' 
ulate ‘the range of’ action, 
mechanisms ' in relation to 
operated upon. ’ 

of the stitching. 
the work being 

7 12‘. In a wire-stitching machine, the com? 
' bination with a‘ series of vertically-operating 
Stitching-mechanisms, ' ' of a reclprocable 
'crosshead connected to operate the stitching; 
mechanisms,‘ a crank-shaft connected‘ to rte--v 
_ciprocate the crosshead, a ‘bearing‘for the 
crank-‘shaft, and 
ing and lowering 

adjustable means for rais 

parts connected therewith in relation to the 
' I work being operated upon. 

45 

- 13. In a wlre-stitching machine, thegcorn 
bination with a series of vertically-operating 
stitching-mechanisms‘, of a crosshead con 

' nected to o erate the stitching-mechanisms, 
a" rotating s aft connected’ to reciprocate the 
crosshead, an?eccentric bearing‘ for the shaft, 
and" meansto turn said bearing to raise or 

. lower the shaft therein to' adjust-the opera 

, from relation to the‘work being operated 

‘ 55'." 

' mechanism, 

" to raise/or lower. the shaft, and means to- 

tive position of the parts reciprocated there 

upon.‘ . y -- _ p . 

14. In ,a wire-stitching machine, the com-" 
bination with vertically-operating stitching 

i a 1 rotating 

shaft for reciprocating‘ the ‘crosshead, a quill 
like bearing ' 
cally mounted, means to 'turn said bearing 

' > lock said bearing in place to maintain. the 
shaft in its adjusted .position: - 

g '1 15. In a wire-stitchmg 
" the com-1 

_ I the crank-shaft in its bear- ' 
.ing to regulate the operative position of the; 

of a ‘crosshead connected to 
> _ operate the stitching-mechanism, 

inwhich said shaft is eccentri-- 

V'each‘nther', of a 'plu'ralitiyl7 

v bination with a vertically-operating stitch 
. ingi-mechanism, 
ciprocate the stitching—mechanism,>a quill 
like hearing in which said shaft is eccentri-' 
call'y mounted, a, handle for rotating said’ 
bearing, a sector with which the handle co 
operates, and means for locking said‘ handle 
at di?'erent points on the sectortoretain the 
bearing in the position to which it is ad.-v 
justed. - - I . 

16. In a wire-stitching machine, the com 
bination with a work-support,‘ of a plurality 

of a shaft connectedjto re-' , 

75 

of stitcher-heads carrying separate .stitchl I 
arranged above said work 

support, »means for: detachably mounting 
said heads in series, a reciprocating cross 
head " formed with a longitudinal groove, 

ing-mechanism's' 

adapted to engage the groove in the cross 
head to ‘connect them to, be operated there~ 
from'while' providing- for’ their-lateral ad 
justment in relation to each other, a ‘crank 

80 

means onthe several stitching-mechanisms . ‘ ' 

85~ 

vshaft for reciprocating the crosshead2 and" 
means to adjust the crank-shaft vertlcally 
to regulate.the position of‘ the stitching-. 
mechanisms in relation to the work-support 

' 17.: In a wire-stitching machine, the'com 
Ihination with a plurality of stitcher-hea'ds 
carrying separate. stitchin -mechanisms, of 
a'horizontal rail, means or attachingthe 
stitcher-heads at di _ 
rail, a reciprocating crosshead; means on the‘ 
stitching-‘mechanisms for connecting them to 
be operated from the2 crosshead while allow 
ing for their lateral adjustment'therealong, 
a ‘crank-shaft to’ reciprocate the‘crosshead, 
and means to adjust‘thecrank-shaft verti-_ 

erent points along the .. 

100 

cally to regulate the position of’ the‘ stitch-" ' 
ing-mechanisms- in relation to the work; , 

18. In a wire-stitching machine, ‘the com 
bination with _a series of stitchin 
nisms tori sorting a'plurality 0 
,through the work being, operated ,upon, of 
a series “oi'cooperating clenbhe'nmeans for 
clenching the staples in place asthey are in 
serted through the work‘, means" for adjust 
ingthe stitching-mechanisms laterally. in 're 
lation to each other, 

11%. 
-mécha; _ ' 

staples, - ‘ - 

110 

means tor adjusting the I 

- clencheramean‘s incorrelationwith the stitch- .; I ' I 
ing—mechan1sms, means connected’ to recip= U115 - 

rocate the stitching-mechanisms in1_u'nison, ‘ 
a drive-shaft for a'ctuatingsaid I’BGlPTOCatr 
ing-nfeans, means ' 
vertically to regulate the 
stitching-mechanisms in‘ relation to, the 
cle'ncher-means, ‘and means operated from 
the crank-shaft to- operate 

to ad]ust SaiddriVe-fishaft - ‘ 
position of the . v 

i 120' 

the clencher-ly V ' 

v'means in ‘synchrony with .the ‘operationv of g‘ 
Y the ‘stitching-mechanisms.’ 

. ' 1951s.», wiresstitchin'g 
bination 'with,,a1"plurality 
anism's adjustable laterally ‘in 

‘ for vglco'iiperating with ’ 
and 'a justabl‘e in gel ion ‘ therewith, 

mac ' e, the com; 
of sthiltlehing-mechq , 

relation . to» 
of: clencher-means» . _ 

efstitchingimecha- ‘ 

‘125: 
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12: 
a horizontally-arranged > ‘ crank-shaft con 

nected to operate all of the stitching-mecha 
nisms in unison, means driven from said 
shaft to operate the clencher-means in syn 
chrony with the operation of the stitching 

. mechanisms, and means to adjust the crank 
shaft vertically to regulate the position of, 

> the stitching-mechanisms in relation to the 

10 

15 

clencher-means. . 

20. In av wire-stitching machine, the com 
bination with a stitcher-head carrying ver 
tically - reciprocable wire - feeding staple- , 
forming and staple-driving means, of means 
to adjust the operative position of the staple? 
driving means in relation to the work being 

_ operated on, and means to simultaneously 

25 

' .ple and to simultaneously adjust the range ' 

adjust the range of action of the wire-feed 
ing and staple-forming means to regulate 
the length of staple in accordance with the 
thickness of the work. ' ' ' 

21. In a wire-stitching machine, the com 
bination ‘with a vstitcher-head com ‘rising’ 

eeding' vertically-reciprocable means for 
the wire for ‘forming the staples, means for 
forming the staples, and means for driving 
the staples through the work, of means to 
adjust the operative stroke of the wire—feed 
ing means to regulate the lengthy 6f thesta 

of action of thestaple-driving means 111 
conformity with the thickness of the stock 
being operated upon. ' ' 1 

. 22. In a wire-stitching machine, the com 
, bination with a vertically-reciprocable wire 

- -_ a5 feeding device, a forming-device for form' 
\ ing the wire into staples, a driver 'for driv 
ing the staples through the work, ‘of means 
to‘ control the stroke of the wire-feed .to 

, ‘regulate the length of the staples, and means 
vfor adjusting said controlling-means and 
for simultaneously regulating the range of 
action .of the staple-driver in, accordance 
with the thickness of the work being oper- _ 
rated upon. ' 1 ' ' 

23. In a wire-stitching machine, the com 
_big1ation with" a .?xed work-support, of av 
stitcher-head mounted abovethe work-sup 

' port, stitching-mechanism reci'procable ver 

~‘ and _sta le-driving devices inv relation to‘ 
the wor support to regulate. the length of ' 

v'55 the vstaple and its insertion through the“ 

tically in the stitcher-head comprising wire 
.feeding, staple-forming and staple-driving 

and means to adjust-the range of devices, 
action of the, wire-feeding,‘staple-forming 

work in ,conformity with the thiekness of the 
Stock’ belng operated ,upon'. ‘ p " \ ‘ 

24‘. In a wire-stitching machine, the ‘com 
.bination with a' ?xed work-support, of a_ 

‘ 'stitcher-head mounted above‘ ‘said s'upport,,_ 
wirejfeedin'g and ' staple-forming devices 

’ verticallyreciprocable in the stitcher-head 

‘as 
to form the staples, a staple-driver also re 
ciprocable inthe head to drive tlie staples 
through the 'work,means to reciprocate said, 
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wire-feeding, forming-devices and staple 
driver, and means to adjust their range of 
action to regulate the forming and driving 
of the staple in accordance with the thick 
ness of the stock being operated upon. ' 

25. In a wire-stitching machine, the com 
bination with a stitcher-head, of a wire 
feeding device vertically reciprocable in said‘ 
head, a staple-former also reciprocable in the ' 
head, a reelprocable staple-driver, means to 
adjust the stroke of the wire-feeding device 
to regulate the length of the staple, and 
means to simultaneously adjust the stroke 
of the staple-driver in accordance with the 

"thickness of the stock being operated upon. 
' 26. In a wire¢stitching machine, the con» 
bination with a stitcher-head, of a staple 
former reciprocable therein,‘ a wire-feed on 
the staple-former, a 'reciprocable staple 

_driver, means to- reciprocate said staple 
former and driver, means to adjust the 
length of stroke of the. wire-feed to regu 
late the length of the staple, and means to I 
adjust the range of action of-the staple 
driver in relation to the work, both of said 
adj usting-means being operable'in unison in 
accordance with the thickness of the work 
being operated upon. . j . 

27. In a‘wire-stitching machine, the com~ 
bination with a reciprocable slide, of means 
to adjust the range of action of the slide, a 
driver-bar reciprocated from the slide, ‘a 
staple-driver on said bar, a bender-bar 
adapted to be driven throu h frictional en 
gagement with the driver- ar, a wire-feed 
on the bender-bar, an :anvil cooperating 
with the bender-bar to form the staple, and 
‘means to control the stroke of the bender 
bar to ‘regulate the‘ action of the wire-feed 
in accordance with the length, of staple re- ' 
quired. '. v . _ _ a Y 

28. In a wire-stitching machine, the com 
bination with a reciprocable" slldef of '_a 
bender-bar reciprocated from the slide, 
means’ cooperating, with the bender-barjto 
formthe staple, a staple-driver also recipro 
cated from the‘ slide, a wire-feed reci ro 

' cable with the bender-bar, means to adjust 
the operative length of stroke‘ of the .wire 
feed to regulate the length of the staple, and 
means to simultaneously‘ adjust the range of 

11 

11 

action of the driver in accordance with the 
thiclmess of the work being stapled. 

' 29» In a wire-stitching machine, the com- 
bination with a reciprocableslide, of a slid 
ing‘bendenbar reciprocated from said slide, 
4a wire-feed on the bender-bar, means co 
operating with the bender-bar to form the 
staple from the'length' of wire fed thereby, 
means to adjust the operative length of 

~ stroke of "the wire-feed, a staple-driver re 

12 

ciprocated from the slide, and means to ad-'_ I 
. just the range of action of the‘staple-driver 
in accordance with ‘the thickness 01? th 
work being‘operated upon. - . I - 13, 
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30, In a- wire-stitching or stapling ma 
chine, the combination with a reciprocable ‘ 

, bender-bar, of means co?perating therewith 
to form the staple, a wire-feed carried by 

5 the bender-bar and acting to grip and feed 
the wire throughout its movement with the 
bender-bar, means to limit the stroke of the 
wire-feed, means to release the grip of the ‘ 
wire—feed' on the wire, and means to adjust 

10 the ‘stroke limit for the wire-feed and to si 
multaneously adjust the grip-releasing 
'means. i _ 

i 31. In a wire-stitching or stapling ma 
' chine, the combination with a reciprocating 

‘15 bender-bar, 'of a wire-feed reciprocable 
therewith, means. cooperating with the 
bender-bar'to form the staple from a length 
of wire fed by the wire-feed, means to ad- 
just the stroke of the wire-feed, adjustable 

’ 20 means to release the wire-feed'from the wire 
- at one‘ end of its stroke, and means to con~_ 
trol said stroke-adjusting means and said 
wire-feed releasing-means in unison. , 

' 32; In a wire-stitching or stapling ma 
' 25 chine, the combination with a reciprocating 

'- to 

bender-bar, of a wire-feed reciprocable there 
with, means cooperating‘ with the bender 

' bar ‘to form the staple from a length of wire , 
fed by the ‘wire-feed, means engaged by 

30 the wire-‘feed to limit its stroke in one di 
rection, means engaged by the wire-feed to 
release it from the wire during’ itsmove 
ment in the opposite direction, and means to 

' ‘adjust said stroke-limiting >means andre 
" 35 leasing-means in ‘unison to regulate the 
. length-0f wire‘fed by the wire-feed. " 

‘ 33. In a'wire-stitehing or stapling ma- ., 

‘chine, the comhination'with a"- bonnet, of a 
' benderrbar- reciprocable in said bonnet, a 

' 40' wire-feed reciprocable with the bender-bar, 
' means coiiperatin with the bender-bar to 
-form the staple cm the 'wire fed by the 

x wire-feed,‘ a plate adju'stahle‘on the bonnet 
" to 'control the lengthof stroke of the wire-' 

feed,'1neans adjustable on‘the bonnet to 113+ 
- 16 se the wire-feed from-the wire at one end 

i " of stroke, and means connecting said 
‘ plate and said releasing-means to adapt 

themto be ‘adjusted'in unison. 
, ‘,34.‘ In'_ a- wire-stitching or stapling‘ ma 
chine,’ the combination with-‘a reciprocable 
slide, of a bender-bar reciprocated from said 

Y’- - slide,‘ airotatable anvil for cooperating with 

v 

;,_ the bender “bar to form‘ the staples, a_rota_7. 
55 table hub, means ‘on the slide for'rotating the 

a p -_ hub .from the reciprocatory motion thereof, 
a crank; on the hub, and means‘ connecting 

'the ‘crank with the anvil‘ tov rotatevthe latter 
the descent of the bender-b . . 

""00, ~35. n a wire-stitching or-stap 'ng "ma 
, chine, the'combinatiom with a reciprocable 
-g~slide,lof‘arbender-bar reciprocable from said ' 

L slide, a rotatable anvilfor cooperatingwith' 
‘ ‘_ ‘the bender-.bar?to form the staples,’ a hub 

means for the wire-feeding devices. 

18 

rotatedv from the movement of the slide, a 65‘ 
crank on said hub, and a link connecting c 
said crank with the anvil to impart rotation 
thereto. ‘ v 

36. In a wire-stitching or stapling ma- 1 
chine, the combination with a reciprocable 70 
slide, of a hub rotated from the movement of ' 
the slide, a crank-pin. on said hub, a rota 
table forming-anvil, meansto mount said. 
anvil to adapt it to slide longitudinally of 
its axisya bender~bar reciprocated-from the 
slide to cooperate with the anvil to_ form 
the staples, and a spring-link arranged to 

75 

connect the anvil with the crank-pin on the ‘ 
hub to cause it to be rotated'therefrom and 
to press upon the anvil during its rotation 
to, control its position in relation to the 
bender-bar. -, ' _ . , , 

37. In a wiresstitching machine, the com‘ 
bination with a plurality of stitcher-heads, 
of means to mount said heads in series, wire 
feedin devices in each head, staple-forming 
and driving devices in each head, means for 
simultaneously adjustin the range of action 
of the severalrwire-fee ing’ devices to regu- ‘ 
late the length of the staples, means for‘ 90 
operating the staple-forming and driving 
devices of the several heads in unison, and 
means for adjusting said operating-means 
to, regulate the operative position of all of 
the staple-forming and drivin devices, said 
means ‘connected to operate t e'adjusting 
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38. In a wire-stitching machine, the com- - ’ 
bination with a plurality of stitch‘ér-heads, 
of staple-formin and driving devices in 100 
\each, head, wire- ceding devices in the sev- , 
eral heads, a single operatinglmeans for all 
of‘the heads, means for adjusting said oper 
ating-means to regulate the operative posi-‘ 
tion of all of the staple~formingn and driving 
devices in ‘relation to the workto be stitched, 
and means‘ connected with said , adjusting 
means for simultaneously : controlling the 
action ofthe several wire-feedin" devices to 
regulate the length of the staplesln conform 
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ity with the thickness of the work, 
39. In a wire-stitching machine, the com 

' bination with a plurality of stitcher-heads, 
of staple-forniin andfdriving devices. in 
each- head, wire- ceding devices in the sev 
eral heads, a single operating-means for all. 
of the heads, means for adjusting said oper 
ating-means to regulate the operative posi 
tion of the several staple-‘forming and driv- 

115 

; ing devices in- conformity to the, thickness 
‘of the stock to be stitched, and- means' con 
nected therewith to be adiustedtherefrom 
‘for controlling the action or the wire-feed 
ing ‘means to» regulate the length of ; the 
staples‘. . ' ‘ f ’ ', ‘ 

_ 4,0.‘ In- aywire-stitching or stapling? ma‘ 
chine,lthe combination w1th a ‘reciprocating 
bender-bar, ot a ' wire-gfeed 'reciprocable _' 
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therewith, an anvil cooperating with the _ 
bender-bar to form the staple from a length} 
of wire fed by the wire-feed, means engaged 
by the wire-feed to limit its Stroke in one 
direction, means engaged by the wire-feed to 
release it from the wire during its stroke in‘ 
the opposite direction, and means for ad 
justing the position of the wire-feed stroke 
limiting means and releasing-means in rela 
tion to the forming-anvil. ' ' ' 

41. In a wire-stitching'machine, the com 
bination , with‘ a vertically reciprocating 
bender-bar, of means cooperating therewith 
to ‘form the staple from a length of wire fed 
thereto, a staple-driver for driving ‘ the 
staple through the work, a staple-supporter 
pivoted on the bender-bar to adapt it to 
move into position between the legs of the 
formed staple, and means for controlling the 
action of the staple-supporter to allow It to ‘ 
move into operative position as the vbender 
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bar descends and to retract it from said posi 
tion as the bender-bar moves upward. 

42. In a wireetitching ‘machine, the com 
bination with a vertically reciprocating 26 
bender-bar, of means/cooperating therewith ' 
to form the staple from a length of wire fed 
thereto, a staple-driver ‘ for driving the 
staple through the work, a staple-supporter , 
pivoted on the bender-bar to adapt it to move 80 
into position between the legs ofthe formed 
staple,'m_eans for controlling the action of 
the staple-supporter to allow'it to move into 
operative position as the bender-bar de 
scends and to retract it from said position 35 
as the bender-bar moves upward, and resili 
ently-operated means adapted to engage 
the staple-supporter to yieldingly maintain 
it in its operative position, 

‘ In testimony ‘whereof I a?ix my signature. 40 

ARTHUR H. MAYNARD. 


